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The British Navy 
The strongest and most versatile country to play in this game. 

They have the most types ships to purchase and play with, and 

also  contains high number of captured ships, witch helps to 

makes the British so versatile.  

The British ships have better maneuverability and speed than 

enemy ships, but lack the toughness and durability in some of 

the ship types. Specially the smallest sips.  

The special ship pack HMS Victory is probably the best ship in 

the game with boosted maneuverability and good firepower. 

The 64 Gun Third rate ships are also a great choice due to 

their much better toughness and fire power than their ene-

mies, but comes with a lover speed and maneuverability. 

If you choose to play the British navy you may use their fast 

History 

At the start of the Revolutionary Wars the Royal Navy was not in top shape and it took several years before the cobwebs 

were shaken out of the ships and system. Many of the leading admirals were too old and the young commanders who would 

rise to greatness had yet to be given their opportunity.  Their opponents ships were better, but the good seamanship and train-

ing of the British would prevail in the end. Winning battle after battle, even against larger fleets.  
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The French Navy 

The French Navy has strong and tough ships, but lacks the 

speed and maneuverability of the British navy. But then again 

if played good they may outlast and outgun the British ships. 

They have a lot of ships in all sizes to choose from, including 

some captured ships. This makes it easy to find the right ship for 

the chosen scenario. 

Their 5th rate ships are much tougher than the English Navy 

and are difficult to sink for the English counterparts.  

The French ships has a higher number of crew on their ships 

than the British. This gives a higher musket fire damage at close 

range. Some of their largest ships also have a much better can-

History 

The French navy was by the 1790s just a shadow of a force that it had been. Financially strapped,  the French treasury in the 

late 18th Century was even more penny-pinching. On top of that, the best French sailors had fled the Revolution and their re-

placements were hamstrung by poor quality crews and their own inexperience. While the army numbers were kept up by mass 

conscription, the French navy had no such advantage. The fleet was in poor state of repair and lack of investments. 

The catastrophic decision by the Revolutionary government to suppress the Corps d’artillerie de la marine, led to the French 

navy was deprived of 5,400 specialist in marine artillery. But, the French ships were vessel for vessel of a better quality than 

the Royal Navy's. 

But as the wars progressed the largely harbor-bound French, having been bottled up by British blockades, were no match for 

their enemy in a fight at sea.  
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The American & Spanish Navy 
The American Navy  

The American Navy has only 3 ship types to choose from and they are all 

ships from other nations, except for the special hero ship pack USS Constitu-

tion. This ship is a strong and fast ship that excels above the other nations 

ships in the same size. 

Until the American's get more ships to play with they are best used as a na-

tion in a scenario that are specially customized for them. 

The Spanish Navy 

The Spanish Navy has much fever ships to choose from than the French and 

British. But they still can muster some good and strong ships that makes it inter-

esting. They have the strongest 5th rate in this game and also the biggest ship 

with the highest cannon damage. Their selection varies a lot in strength, but you 

may still find ships that are very fun to play with. 

The Spanish ships are much like the French, Tough and strong, and some with 

History 

At the outbreak of war the Americans had no navy. But they had many mer-

chant ships. As of the American fleet was no match for the English at sea. 

The Americans therefore kept to raiding and plundering smaller British ves-

sels and merchant ships.  

History 

In 1792 Spain was one of Europe’s leading naval powers. It was only ranked be-
hind those of Britain and France. But in 1814 only a few of Spanish warships 
remained, and they could barely be put to sea. At the beginning of the struggle, 
however, no one could have predicted this transformation.  
The answer lies in the incompetence and corruption endemic in the Spanish ad-
ministration.   

Full-scale naval construction also effectively ceased in Spain in 1796. The Spanish Navy was dogged by a variety of logistical 
problems, and that every Spanish fleet that put to sea was defeated.  The outbreak of war with France in 1793 completely 
transformed Spain’s strategic situation, it could no longer trust a long time ally.   
Together with a series of epidemics of yellow fever, shortages of raw materials and, last but not least, war with Britain meant 
that Spain’s ships were forced to remain cooped up in harbor for long periods. 
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The Land Forts 

There is possible to buy terrain packs to this game. There are currently two of them at this time. 

• Terrain pack: Coast and shoals 

• Terrain Pack: Coastal Batteries.  

Both packs fit nicely together and may used to create some land scenery for a scenario. If you buy 

the coastal Batterie pack you will have access to some land forts that may interact or support your 

ships. It comes with 6 different coast battery element and 5 Battery logs ( About the same you use 

for track damage for ships ) 

The table below shows the details for the different forts that comes in this accessory pack.  
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Captain , Crew & Leaders Cards 

There are possible to obtain some cards of leaders and special abilities witch can further increase the 

playability of this game. Sadly the most of them is unavailable and can only be obtained through 

someone that have bought the Kickstarter version of the game. Ares Games have told that they will 

in the future print these cards, so they may be available to buy for all. But until that happens your 

best chance to get them is on web pages like E-bay. 

In the two special packs HMS Victory and USS Constitution you may find some old and some new 

leader cards. Down below you see the cards that exist and were to find them.  
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Damage & Ammo 

Choosing Ammunition 

Intro 

There are several options of ammunition to choose from when you load your cannons. 

I would like to talk about the different ammunition types we have and when to use each type. 

I have broken down the numbers and seen what damage we really get and the chance of hitting. 

 

A Long Range Cannons ( Ball ) 

35 %  Chance of missing. 

16,6 % Chance of crew damage 

3,3 % Chance of  sail damage 

3,3 % Chance of  fire damage 

3,3 % Chance of  leak 

3,3 % Chance of  sail rudder damage 

3,3 % Chance of  broken mast damage 

 

Info 

Using cannons at long range is the only possibility to fire at ships from this range.  

Anyone would choose to load this ammo if they do not anticipate a ship coming into very close range the next turns.  

This due to normally you may only fire every 3rd turn. ( It takes one round to reload to new ammo type, double shots takes 

two rounds ) 

 
 

B Short Range Cannons ( Ball ) 

20 %  Chance of missing. 

26,7 % Chance of crew damage 

3,3 % Chance of  sail damage 

3,3 % Chance of  fire damage 

3,3 % Chance of  leak 

3,3 % Chance of  sail rudder damage 

3,3 % Chance of  broken mast damage 

 

Info 

Using cannons at short range value is the most devastating damage you may do to a ship. 

Even if some of the % chance of hitting is equal to the A chits, the damage values are higher on most chits.  

Her you have possible chance of getting damage counters up 5 & 6. And the chance of a broken mast. At long range the high-

est damage is 4. 

If you are at  range you may use double shot for that extra damage chits. But remember the loading time is 2 turns.  

Using ball ammo is the most common ammunition and are to prefer unless  you do not want to sink a ship, but only cripple it. 

 

C  Chain Ball  

20,6 %  Chance of missing. 

41,2 % Chance of crew damage 

12,7 % Chance of  sail damage 

6,4 % Chance of  broken mast damage 

 

Info 

When you want to use this ammunition it is because you want to damage crew,sails or mast of a ship.  

Damage to the ship is minimal with low numbers and you never get a leak,fire or rudder damage.  

Highest damage value to the hull you can get is 3 and that is a 6,3 % chance. 

Remember that you need to be very close to use this kind of shot. 

Standard cannon ball ammunition 

Typical Chain Ball ammunition 
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D  Cannister  

30,2 %  Chance of missing. 

53,9 % Chance of crew damage 

3,2 % Chance of  sail damage 

 

Info 

Using this shot is the highest chance of targeting the crew of a ship. 

There is a 12,7% chance of getting a chit with 1 damage to hull and a 

9,5 % chance of 1 hull + crew damage.    

3,2 chance of getting a sail damage and 1 hull. So this ammo gives 

the lowest chance of damaging a ship.  

  

Grape Shot 

Summary 

As you see here you need to use ball ammunition if you want to destroy a ship. If a special scenario acquires you to capture a 

ship you need to switch ammo.  

But going for the crew may let you win the day if you can get close enough. It is much faster to destroy the crew than fill the 

hull boxes.  

Combining musket fire where there is a 51,1 % chance of a hit you may clear out the crew and force the ship to surrender faster 

than destroying the hull.  

But to do this you need to get up close and that can be dangerous.  

In the end you need some luck also and not always draw the miss chits while your opponents are lucky with his damage chits. 

12 Pounder Canister shot  
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The different ship classes ( Walkthrough of the ships ) 

Below you will find an comparison of the different ship types in the game  with their strength 

and weaknesses. This will give you an insight of them,  so you may find the right ships to buy or 

use in any game. 

This also gives you the number of ships of each type that is made and witch country they may be 

found in. 
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Ship Tactics  
Intro  

In sails of glory  you may use a multitude of tactics to outmaneuver your opponent. In this chapter I will show you some 

possibilities of this game.  

To achieve skills to do this takes lots of practice and you need to know your ship weakness and strengths, as well as your op-

ponents. If you can make this work you may achieve total surprise and victory over your opponent. You need to plan your 

move and anticipate your opponents move. 

Even if the opponent has a stronger ship he does not necessary need to win.  

I will teach you how to enhance your naval tactics in sails of glory.   

-  How to use your ship strength and weakness against your opponent  

-  Using the terrain as a tactical element.  

-  How to fight with multiple ships.  

 

Achieving total surprise  

I have chosen to use the starter box as an example since every player has this box and can identify themselves with the cho-

sen ships.  

I have used following ships:  

English Navy  

74 Gun HMS Vanguard ( 135 Points )  

French Navy  

74 Gun Genereux at ( 143 Points )  

 

The French ship is slightly Stronger in firepower rating scoring 93-24 against the English ship at 84-22. 

But the English ship is a bit faster with his D Maneuver deck  

Can the English Ship prevail against a stronger ship with a little more speed ?  

We will see how the right tactics may change the battle.  

 

The ships start facing each other with the English coming from East and the French ship from the West. The wind is blowing 

Normal from the North and none of the ships has the advantage of the wind. Both ships are at battle sails.  

 

 
 

The English Captain has to make a choice in which direction he wants to turn.  

If he turns to the left and north he will get the wind in the front and loose his 

speed. Turning to the right will get the wind from behind and increase the 

ships speed. 

The English captain already has a plan to outmaneuver the French ship. He 

anticipates the French ship will likely turn left to have an advantage by the 

wind from behind. Both captains load double shots into their cannons as they 

anticipate short range combat.  

The English Captain has to make a choice in which direction he wants to turn.  

If he turns to the left and north he will get the wind in the front and loose his 

speed. Turning to the right will get the wind from behind and increase the 

ships speed. 

The English captain already has a plan to outmaneuver the French ship. He 

anticipates the French ship will likely turn left to have an advantage by the 

wind from behind. Both captains load double shots into their cannons as they 

anticipate short range combat.  

As anticipated both ships turns so they can have the wind in their 
back and get the increased speed by next move. The English captain 
knows his French opponent will try to avoid collision as he antici-
pates he will be victorious in the shootout since he has higher cannon 
value and musket strength.  
Knowing his ship and already planned the English captain has 
forced the French into reacting as he wants. The French has turned 
their sides to the maximum and with the next maximum move to the 
left anticipates a full broadside 
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But the English Captain have planned his move well. 
He turns his ship just enough to make the French 
Captain believing he is turning his side towards him at 
the same angle.  
The English Captains plan is going as planned. By kno-
wing his VEER rating of his ship he turns no more 
than enough to fool the French Captain and carry out 
his planned outmaneuver. 

The French Captain makes his move preparing for the 

broadside. 

But his Wind in the back gives him extra speed and he 

speeds South on the map. At the same time the English 

Captain lower his sails and reduces his speed and turns 

The French Captain has fallen into the trap of the Eng-
lish Captain and is totally outmaneuvered. 
The English Ship may unleash a full broadside into the 
rear of the French ship with double shots. 

I have drawn damage chits 3 times to simulate the damage results as shown on 

picture below. 

2 of the times the French ship is crippled and severely damaged.  

1 time the ship is sunk in one broadside. 

By one good tactical move the English captain has won the battle without suffer-

ing any damage or casualty. 

 

Your tactical decisions will as at the time of age of sails, and in this game be cru-

cial to your chance of victory. Know your ship by its weakness and strength, and 

most of all always try to anticipate your opponents move/plan.  
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Using the terrain as an tactical element  

As I told before it is important to plan your move many turns in advance. This because it takes two turns to correct a wrong 

move. And even more if you have put your ship in a very bad position. You have to anticipate were your opponent ships will 

end their move. This isn’t easy when it is so many possibilities. So you need to narrow down the possibilities of your opponents 

ships. Making it possible to see the most likely move from your opponent.  

So how do you do that? 

It is much the same as shown in the first strategic article I wrote, were one captain pushes his opponent in the most likely direc-

tion and let his opponent think he is in control of the battle. 

In this example you will see a smaller ship take on a much bigger ship and use his tactical skill as well as his ship strengths to 

prevail over a much stronger opponent. 

As the first article I have decided to use ships from the starter set, so all may recognize the ships and try out these maneuvers. 

I have chosen following ships: 

The English 

74 gun HMS Vanguard at 135 Points 

The French 

32 gun Courageuse at 72 Points 

 

The English Captain has a good and maneuverable ship with twice as much firepower and more than 3 times the hit points 

than the French ship.  

But the French have a much faster and agile ship. Normally the English Ship would have blown the French ship to the bottom 

of the sea if they dueled raw fire power alone,  so here the French Captain must use all his tactical skills and sailing properties 

of his boat to survive. He doesn’t want to be caught in a full broadside of the English ship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The French Captain has a plan to outmaneuver the English ship by using his ships agility, and use of the terrain. At first he lets 

the English Captain think he is controlling the battle by letting him chase him. 

The English Captain is confident that the French ship is an easy target and soon will be sunk or surrenders. In his eyes the 

French are afraid and running from battle. 

But the French Captain has other plans. The French Captain draws the English ship closer to the shoreline of an Island. By do-

ing so he now limit down the directions the English Ship may maneuver. 

The English ship can’t turn as fast as the French ship and therefore can’t turn to the right. He will then run aground on the 

Island. So his only option is straight forward or turning left. 

By turning left The English Captain believe he will lose the French ship as he believe that the French ship is heading West and 

will turn around the Island to the right.  So he keeps his direction and speed in hope to catch the French ship with a broadside 

in the rear as it turns North. 

 

 

So here we start our tactical scenario. 

The small French ship Courageuse is being chased by the larger English 

Ship the HMS Vanguard. 

The French ship is running away with the English ship at full sails 

pursuing her. The wind is coming from the East and both ships have 

the advantage of higher speeds. 

The French captain have planned his next actions 

well and in the right time he turns his ship maximum 

to the right and decreases his sails to slow down his 

ship and make a faster turn.  

Just in time to manage a full right turn without run-

ning aground on the Island. 

Well Knowing that the English ship cant make such a 

turn. 
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This move brings the French Ship into a position where he may un-

leash a full broadside with double shots at front of the English ship.  

This gives the English ship following damage chits: 

4 B Chits 

4 A Chits 

2 E Chits by musket fire 

I will not draw Damage chits as they vary a lot and it is not im-

portant in this review what damage the ships get, but how to inflict 

such damage and get away with it. But such a volley may cause many 

nasty things to happen the English ship.  

The French Captain follows up his move by continue his right turn. 

The English Captain is starting to react to the French ship, but it 

takes time to correct his mistake. He lowers his sails and slows 

down to battle sails, at the same time he start planning a left turn. 

But must first move out his preplanned card. 

By lowering his speed the English Captain manage to not sail too 

far away from his target, but he is still totally outmaneuvered and 

may not use his full broadside to retaliate. 

The French Captain now prepares for his ship for one last surprise 

action. By turning his ship like this he ends up as predicted against 

the wind and the next card he have planned is replaced by a backing 

sails card. Using the wind to turn his ship into an advantageous posi-

tion.  

The English Captain starts to turn his ship around, but again the Eng-

lish ship is into a nasty surprise move from the French Captain. 

The wind turns the French ship into a position so it again may fire 

with a full broadside at the English ship. The English ship can’t do an-

ything then take the damage, this time in the rear were it hurts the 

most. 

By a couple of tactical moves the large English Ship is outmaneuvered 

and possible weakened so much that it may withdraw from battle. 

 If not the French Captain may continue to show great seamanship 

and tactical superior skills until it surrender or are sunk. 

By lowering his speed the English Captain manage to not sail too 

far away from his target, but he is still totally outmaneuvered and 

may not use his full broadside to retaliate. 
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Intro 

The evolution of cannons led to a new naval tactic during the first half of the 17th 

century.  

The conclusion was that they had to fight in a single line to maximum their fire 

power, without one ship getting in the way of another. 

The line of battle formed the basis of the whole tactical system of the 17th and 18th 

centuries in naval warfare. 

One consequence of the line of battle was that a ship had to be strong enough to 

stand in it. The ships powerful enough to stand in the line of battle came to be 

known as a ship of the line.  

In Sails of Glory most combat is fought in this way. Players are sailing ships side 

by side in a line formation and exchange fire until one part loses or withdraw. 

This way favor only the strongest ships, where only bad luck by drawing bad dam-

age chits may cause the strongest to loose.      

  

To truly win battles in Sails of Glory you need think in a different way.   

In the time of age of sail there were many things a captain of a ship had to think 

about when planning an attack on another ship. Since many of these real things 

not apply to Sails of Glory I will not talk about these things, but talk about those 

that are.                    

                    (  A typical line of Battle ) 

In this review I will talk about tactics using multiple ships. 

 

The Wind 

In Sails of Glory you need to take the wind into your consideration. The wind is the key factor of maneuvering your ship into a 

great firing position or escape from one.  Knowing how much sails to use ( Speed )  in any given situation are also important to 

utilize the wind to the maximum. 

As shown in the two previous tactical reviews I made, you see why this is so important. 

https://boardgamegeek.com/thread/2027245/tactics-sails-glory 

https://boardgamegeek.com/thread/2031865/using-agility-and-terrain-tactical-element 

Reducing or increasing speed at the right time may make your ship turn away or at best out maneuver your opponent. 

Even retreating downwind could be difficult once two fleets are at close quarters because your ships risks being raked as they 

turned downwind.  

The player who plans his moves badly will end up being shot to pieces, or not be in position to shoot back efficiently.  

 

The Line ahead formation & Crossing the T 

These were the most famous formations from this time period. In this formation your ships follow each other and form a line. 

This is the normal and most used tactic, even in sails of glory. This  formation allows all ships to fire their broadsides without 

risk of friendly fire. The formation also reduces the chance of friendly ships colliding with each other.  

It also is more difficult for an enemy ship to attack, because it would be vulnerable to fire hitting its front causing more dam-

age. 

In most cases the opponent will have to turn away from your line and bring his ship in a line formation to fire back.  

Attacking an opponent fleet already in a line ahead formation from their side is called Crossing the T.  If you attack like this 

in a line ahead formation you only expose you leading ship. But then again it may come under heavy fire from broadsides 

from many of your opponent ships. 

 

 

 

 

     
    ( A typical Line Ahead formation ) 

 

Fleet tactics with multiple ships 

https://boardgamegeek.com/thread/2027245/tactics-sails-glory
https://boardgamegeek.com/thread/2031865/using-agility-and-terrain-tactical-element
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 ( The English ships turns to bring their ships in line )   ( Example of Crossing the T Formation ) 

Disadvantages with both these formation is if the leading ship is disabled it would block for the rest of the ships in the line and 

make them collide. But If someone is to break through your line with a successful Crossing the T formation, The opponents ships 

may be cut off from each other and forced into close combat with all of your ships. Enemy ships that are cut off have to hurry 

to turn around to support their ships in the rear before they are destroyed. When Admiral Nelson won the battle of Trafalgar 

he used a successful crossing the T maneuver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
In picture above you see the English ships make a successful breach using a crossing T Formation. The French leading ships 
needs to hurry to turn their ships around to help the ships in the rear before they are destroyed. 

 

The Line Abrest formation 

By advancing in this formation you expose all your ships to enemy fire. This may reduce the damage pressure by dividing the 

damage through your fleet. And you won’t have the risk of blocking another ship if one ship is disabled by enemy fire. 

Your ships also move quicker and faster towards the enemy than in a line formation, and you may engage with all your ships 

faster. 

The disadvantage is that it is much more difficult to maneuver your ship into any new formation when you reach your enemy 

ships, especially if they have different speed. But then again your strategy may be to cut the enemy line several places and 

engage them close up. 

 

Picture to the left shows the French ships ad-

vance from the south in a Line Abrest formation  

This picture shows a double breach of the English 

Line made possible by moving ships fast in a 

Abrest formation, and dividing into 2 lines just 

before they reach the English line. 
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Overpowering 

Always try to move your ships in such a way that you can use 2 or more ships to fire on one enemy ship. This will put the 

one enemy ship under such firepower that it will be disabled very fast. You may then turn your ships around to next ene-

my ship, and overpower that one also. By using your combined firepower effective like this you will soon outgun the rest of 

the enemy fleet and force it to withdraw. 

This is of course most effective if you outmaneuver or position your ships in such a way that only one enemy ship may fire 

at your ships at the time you fire on the enemy ship with 2 or more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  ( Different pictures were ships overpower another ship ) 

If you are in pursuit of an enemy and have a faster speed than him, you may try to Doubling your ships against his. This is 

done by moving one ship up on each side of your enemy and attacking him from two sides. Since his crew action is limited 

he may find it difficult to fire back from both sides, especially if he already has reduced crew and loss of actions. He also 

might have leak to repair, a fire that need to extinguished, or other actions he want/need to do. And this will force him to 

make choices he doesn’t want to take. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of fast English ships come up from the rear and divides in two columns to double the slow French ships. 

Ship Advantages 

The different ship classes in Sails of Glory have their own strategic purpose. You need to use the right ship to your planned 

tactic. You don’t want to use a slow ship to flank your opponent; It will probably not make it in time and will not partici-

pate when needed. At the same time you don’t use a much weaker ship to just exchange broadsides with a much larger ship.  

Even within some of the same ship classes there are major differences.  

Some ships have a better musket value. Don’t underestimate the power of this. Use it to get close and unleash volleys of 

musket fire across the enemy decks. You will be surprised how fast his crew will disappear together with normal cannon 

damage. Soon he doesn’t have the manpower to control the ship and has to give up. 

Other ships are fast and agile.  

Use them to break enemy formations, cut in from the rear or front and deliver raking shots. 

Know your and your opponent ships strengths and weaknesses. With this knowledge you may gain the edge on your oppo-

nent. 

So what tactics are the best ? 

In sails of glory it is difficult to follow the real fleet tactics of this time period. There are too many things that not apply to 

this game that the real fighting ships had to consider. You may for example not fire when you pass a ship but after both 

you and your opponent have done their moves. This may put you or your opponent in a position that that fire is not possi-

ble or limited, even if both ships had a very good firing solution as they passed each other.  

This is the drawback with this type of miniature games.  Now you have to rely of your skill and luck to determine where 

both ships will end up after your move. And since you always plan 2 moves ahead it even more difficult. 
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There are no tactic that are better than the other, but the captain that may surprise his opponent by making a tactical move he 

don’t expect will probably win. Try to outsmart your opponent without being to reckless. Because if your opponent anticipate 

your recklessness move, you might be utterly destroyed. The best captain is the one who can master the wind and always steer 

the ships were he want them to go. If you can master this you may make many different tactical plans to outsmart your oppo-

nent. But try to change your tactics all the time so your opponent not manages to anticipate your moves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures above shows an example of an unexpected move, which took the opponent totally by surprise. The English ships moving 

from the east to west against the French fleet. The English Captain put its heaviest 1st rate at front and two fast 3rd rates behind. 

The English Captain anticipate that the French Captain will break right in and continue in a line firing his broadsides as this is 

the most favorite wind direction.  

As the French break right the English captain swings his 1st rate to the left and blocks the path for the French line. At the same 

time it delivers powerful broadsides at the leading French Ship. The fast English 3rd rates move slightly to the right and swings 

around the French ships while firing their broadsides.  

The French Captain is unable to correct his ships planned move before turn 2. So they collide with each other and make easy 

targets for the English Ships. 

Fighting with multiple ships is very hard, because you need to plan every ships move/actions correct. It is easy to forget some-

thing and make mistakes. But mistakes will be made by both sides during a game. And this is what is great about this game.  

You always have this uncertainty of every engagement or movement that may alter the course of the game. Sometimes just 

good luck may win the day, even if the opponent is stronger and better. 

Don’t be afraid to try an unexpected maneuver, since this will keep your opponent uneasy and afraid. He will find it difficult 

to anticipate your moves and find it harder to plan his. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Example of a normal engagement where only sheer luck makes a winner. You don’t want to play like this J 
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Disclaimer 

The information and tables are made by me and is free to use. But some 

images used to illustrate are not. I do not know who owns them or the 

right to use them, and they are merely found on internet to illustrate this 

document I made for myself. Any use or publication of them is therefore 

at own risk. 

Published Campaigns for this Game 

# Name & Link Below 

1 Sails of glory Starter set campaign  ( A campaign between the French & English with only the ships from starter set ) 

https://boardgamegeek.com/filepage/188189/sails-glory-starter-set-campaign-2019 

2 
Sails Of Glory Troubled times  ( Spanish campaign leading up to the battle of Trafalgar ) 

https://boardgamegeek.com/filepage/188653/troubled-times 

3 
Sails of Glory Campaign: Caribbean Domination ( Spanish Campaign of conquest & domination in the caribbean ) 

https://boardgamegeek.com/filepage/157438/sails-glory-campaign-caribbean-domination 

4 Sails of Glory Campaign: Battle of the Seas ( French Campaign following the time before and the Battle of Trafalgar ) 

https://boardgamegeek.com/filepage/158056/sails-glory-campaign-battle-seas 

5 
Sails of Glory learn to play mini campaign ( A short learn to play mini campaign following a English Captain ) 

https://boardgamegeek.com/filepage/160696/sails-glory-learn-play-mini-campaign 

6 Sails of Glory Campaign: The Battle of The Nile ( Follow the English navy up to & participate in the famous battle) 

https://boardgamegeek.com/filepage/190662/english-campaign-battle-nile 

7 
Sails of Glory Campaign: The Road To Independence ( Follow The British  through the American civil war) 

https://boardgamegeek.com/filepage/196354/sails-glory-campaign-road-independence 

Useful Web Links 

Other informative web links 

Ares Games web page 

https://www.aresgames.eu/games/sails-of-glory-line 

Boardgamegeek Sails Of Glory 

https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/109291/sails-glory 
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